
Your government has announced that it wishes to build a military base near your community. Discuss 
the advantages and disadvantages of this new influence on your community. Do you support or 
oppose the military base?

In order to maintain the society s’ safety, every country takes some military measures 
in and outside its borders. Constructing military bases could be considered one of the 
physical aspect of it. There are various types of these buildings affecting locals 
surrounding them in different ways.

The one we can obviously critic is the militaristic base which are constructed to 
include military equipment. That is to say, these are built in order to serves the war 
objectives and as a matter of fact they will brought prohibitions with themselves more 
than facilities. For example, in the neighborhood of a friend of mine photography 
became limited when government has run one of these bases. They even check out 
people s’ commuting in a specific zone over there which may not be a big deal for 
them but it makes the atmosphere stressful.

Residential zone with all of its properties can be considered the other main kind. As 
far as I concern this is the Inclusive form of military bases building near civil 
communities. The most advantage of their presence in communities I go for it is the 
way new comers contribute to spread the community and enrich relationships 
between its residents. Maybe, they do not come from a rich diverse but at least they 
are some predictable people under care. Of course, it needs some predefined situation 
to redress in balance between the base and the community s’ characteristics -like 
population and its culture.

Studies show that, not only represent the base s’ personnel –both military and 
civilian- a significant share of local employment and population in many of these 
communities, but also they become a crucial part of that community so much so that 
the principle argument will rise when governments have them closed. By which I 
mean, their closure will impact the balanced environment gained by years in several 
aspects. In the first look, economic relations will damage as when as they leave. 
Actually, the job positions occupying with by the bases’ inhabitants will remain vacant 
and on the other hand continuing the jobs which were alive to meet their needs will 
not be reasonable while there are no more demands in this regard. A deeper view to 
the issue led us to understand the broken relationships after bases closure.



To put it in a nutshell, ostensibly I would rather to go for the residential kind than the 
first type discussed, depending on the circumstances of the regarded community and 
some prerequisites for the bases provided its stability over time.


